
“Healing Hearts from Cancer” 
is a collaborative program for children, ages 4 

through 18 years, to address and cope with the 

impact of the effects of watching an adult loved 

one fight cancer. The idea behind it is to give kids

coping skills and tools that they can use while 

dealing with a life altering situation that they have 

absolutely no control over. These skills and tools will

be administered by professionals trained specifically

to heal children from traumatic responses to events

and experiences.   

Cancer is a word
not a sentence.

_______________

John Diamond

A Children’s Program

Healing
Hearts

from
Cancer

PROGRAM  LOCATION:                                    ________________________________________________________________

CENTER FOR HOPE AND HEALING, LLC
17 South 19th Street � Camp Hill, PA 17011

REFERRALS CONTACT:                                    ________________________________________________________________
Contact:       Julie Mestemaker, LCSW
                         717-775-3380  ext 1005
                 Email: jmestemaker@c4hh.com
                 Website: www.c4hh.com

THIS PROGRAM IS UNDERWRITTEN BY 
PINK HANDS OF HOPE THROUGH 

DONATIONS RECEIVED.



This venture is personal. 
Brian Gaughan is the owner of Pink Hands of Hope. 
This thrift store opened in honor of his wife, Laurie who 
was diagnosed with breast cancer and no such program 
to benefit her existed when she and her family were in 
the “fight.” Similarly, Healing Hearts was created out of 
Brian’s awareness of what was lacking for his children at 
the time of Laurie’s diagnosis and a growing need ever since.

The idea behind this came from Brian’s own experiences 
as his wife battled and successfully beat breast cancer 
8 years ago in 2008.  His children were just 8 and 9 years 
old at the time and their lives changed dramatically during
their mom’s battle.  All three of his children, the twins at 
age 8 and their older sister were affected so greatly that 
all three of their personalities changed. And as of 2016, 
8 years later they have never gone back to their pre-fight 
personalities, nor will they.  

Sometimes

superheroes
reside in the hearts

of small children
fighting big battles.

_______________

Unknown

          WHO WILL BENEFIT:                                     _______________________________________________________________________                 
              �    Children and families in connecting with others coping  
                         with similar issues- reinforcing that one is not alone. 
              

              �    Offer it to children of ALL cancer patients regardless of what 
                         type of cancer they have.
              

              �    Offer it not only to moms and dads who are dealing with it but 
                          to grandparents (and other extended family) who are either 
                          raising the children or are very close with their upbringing.
              

              �    Offer it as a FREE service to all 

          THE PROGRAM 
            IMPLEMENTATION WILL BE:                                    _______________________________________________________________________                 
              �    Support/psychoeducation group formats 
              
              �    Experiential
              

              �    8 week sessions (consecutive, weekly sessions) 
              

              �    Groups will be 2 hours in length 

              �    No more than 10-12 participants
                         in each group

              �    Snacks will be provided when 
                         appropriate (program cost) 

          

   SESSION TOPICS
       1. CANCER… WHAT???
       Goal: To develop an age appropriate, 
       honest understanding of cancer

       2. AHHHH… FEELINGS!!!
       Goal: Identify authentic feelings about 
       the cancer diagnosis and begin to 
       identify/develop healthy coping skills

       3. CONQUERING THE WHAT IF’S
       Goal: Continue to process feelings 
       by exploring what questions, fears, 
       frustrations, etc. the child/adolescent 
       has about the cancer diagnosis and 
       continuation of development of coping skills

       4. FAMILY DYNAMICS
       Goal: Process the impact of a cancer 
       diagnosis in your family by exploring family 
       dynamics before and after the diagnosis

       5. OUR WORLD 
       Goal: Process the impact of the cancer 
       diagnosis in our bigger environment 
       (school, friendships, community activities, 
       etc.) and develop a list of our needs and 
       how others can help

       6. BOILING POINTS AND 
       STAYING COOL
       Goal: Understanding our limits and 
       developing healthy, appropriate boundaries 
       for ourselves and gain an appreciation of 
       our strengths and how we can be helpful

       7. THE HEALING PROCESS
       Goal: Processing grief and loss to gain an 
       understanding of various cancer outcomes 
       and how to be equipped for any of the 
       various outcomes

       8. LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
       Goal: Putting it all together – review our 
       skills and resources

Committed
to healing...
Collaboratively, Pink Hands 
of Hope and Center for Hope 
and Healing, LLC, are committed 
to creating a local support for 
children which is free to all 
attending. We are dually committed
to healing children and families
from the riddled impact of cancer. 

If we believe that
tomorrowwill be better

we can bear a
hardship today.

_______________

Thich Nhat Hanh


